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There are also good reasons why a
marriage with one partner dominant
and the other submissive may not
work well. First there may be few
effective checks and balances. The
person designated as leader has few
ways of checking out the sensitivities
of the person(s) he is making the
decisions for because he is never in a
follower role. On the other hand, the
person who is following often does
not learn to take responsibility for his
or her own feelings and actions
because the other person always
decides. When roles are never
interchanged, the complementary side
of a person’s personality is forever
checked. The quality of the decisions
made collectively and individually is
necessarily poorer overall. Much like
the plant that grows only in one
direction if not turned so it receives
even exposure from the sun, a person
who only learns one side of making
decisions grows in a lopsided fashion.
Intimacy may also decrease because
little insight into the other partner’s
strengths and burdens are realized.

Second, little flexibility is built into a
structure where one person is always
given the lead. Little accommodation
can be made for the growth and
change of the husband and wife.
Interestingly, stalemates may be more
lethal in a one-person-rule home. No
consensus method for working
through the roadblock is available, so
a dramatic rupture becomes more
likely.

This is not to say that husband-
headed families cannot work well (or
wife-headed families). They can and
do. The have certain distinct
advantages such as ease and efficiency
in reaching conclusions. There is also
less confusion; everyone knows his or
her role. No time is wasted worrying
about how roles fit together. Intimacy
coming from a sense of identification
with the same goals and idea~s, if not
the same roles, is also possible and
rewarding.
In the end it is really a choice about
what one really wants in a marriage
or family. An emphasis on control and
order with set roles and rules brings a
different result than an eye toward
accommodation and cooperation with
flexibility in roles.
An important challenge for LDS
couples is reconciling choices to the
established framework of the
patriarchal families which is
encouraged by the Church. Can close,
loving families come from such a
father-headed model? I am not sure.
Some families can follow the father’s

lead and still infuse large doses of love
for each family member in his or her
respective role. For others that
arrangement does not work well.
Some call their families patriarchal,
but let the marriage seek its own
balance and redefine the terms to fit
the pattern. Another solution is to
deemphasize the term patriarchal
family and substitute another label

such as gospel-centered family. Given
the variety of solutions, the insistence
on one form no longer seems
necessary. Many options are available
now. Many family types can live within
the definition of the gospel. Each
should have the freedom to conclude,
"My own fits for me, and it feels
good."

olden NuggetsI

WRITE A LETTER
James N. Kimball
J. Golden told his close friends many
stories about the General Authorities.
My favorite is about Rudger Clawson,
who in his declining years was almost
totally deaf. His office was right next
to Uncle Golden in the old Church
Office Building--only a glass door
with a transom separating them.
People who came to visit Rudger
would have to yell at the top of the
voice to make him understand. Uncle
Golden could never get any work
done when Rudger had visitors. On
one occasion a stake president was in
there yelling at the top of his voice
and Rudger was telling him he
couldn’t understand him. After about
twenty minutes of this, Uncle Golden
opened the door separating the
offices, looked the stake president in
the eye, and said, "Ah hell President,
go on home and write him a letter!"
Another G.A. Story
I heard this story from Sterling
McMurrin. He and his mother went
to the Church Office Building one day
to speak to Levi Edgar Young on a
business matter. Brother Young was a
very short, energetic man and Golden,
as you will recall, was tall and thin.
The McMurrins couldn’t find Brother
Young. Wandering around the second
floor of the Church Office Building,
they ran into Uncle Golden. Sterling’s
mother and Uncle Golden were old
friends. "Golden, how are you?"
"Fine," he replies, "how are you? How
can I help you? .... We are trying to
find Brother Levi Edgar Young." "Oh,
that little shrimp," said J. Golden,
"he’s around here someplace."
Levi Edgar Young Again

Some time after Uncle Golden was set
apart for the First Quorum of
Seventy, he met Levi Edgar Young
walking down Main Street. Levi was
very outgoing personally and
enthusiastic. He came up to Uncle
Golden and told him what a great
honor it was to serve with him on the
First Quorum of Seventy, what a
privilege it was to bear witness of the
gospel to the people of the Church
with Uncle Golden, and what a
privilege it was to know him
personally. He went on this way for
two or three minutes. When he finally
finished his long and flowery delivery,
Uncle Golden said, "Well, Levi, wish I
could say the same about you."
That New Contraption
J. Golde’n always called the telephone
"that new contraption." "Before that
new contraption came along," he
would complain, "I could get back and
deny what I’d said. Now they phone
and tell the Brethren what I’ve done,
and they’re waiting for me when I get
back."
Heber J. Grant was ofter! the one
waiting. After one of J. Golden’s trips
to the Big Horn Stake, President
Grant called him and told him that
this was it; he wasn’t going to send
Golden out on any more stake
assignments. He had heard via the
telephone that J. Golden had sworn
from the 19ullgit and called members of
the Big Horn Stake names. "Ah
Heber, just remember that’s the Big
Horn Stake," replied J. Golden.
"That’s Wyoming. The winters are
long up there. I.ife is pretty drab. The
talk is rough. They’re used to it and
well, Heber, if you don’t call them
sons of bitches, they don’t hardly feel
welcome."
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Outside

GOSPEL BY COMPUTER
Ray Ownbey
A number of publications cross my
desk every week, mostly industrial
newsletters, employee magazines,
and the like. Occasionally, however,
something appears which breaks the
monotony and into this category
falls the BYU Alumni Association
publication BYU Today.

It’s a lively looking publication,
interesting graphics, well designed.
Visually it invites the reader to dip
in and try it.

Once inside, however, my
excitement begins to fade. Much of
the content is comprised of the
predictable admonitions to the good
life or testimonials from those who
have lived it. A recent issue
contained an article on a former
BYU football great who is now a
quarterback for the Houston Oilers.
His successful transition into the
world of big league football is
marked by the fact that he now goes
out drinking with the rest of the
team and they accept the fact that
he sticks to 7-Up.
Much more interesting, however, are
the advertising pages, for it is here, I
assume, that the tastes of the
readership are put to the real test.
Prevalent are advertisements for
books with titles like That All May be
Edified, Winning the Testimony War, Purity
of Heart, and Ye Are My Friends.

Ads for food preparation and storage
abound. Wheat grinders, food mills,
a thousand and one ways to chop,
blend, pulverize, mix, knead, or
shred are available.
One particularly timely product is a
TV-censoring device called
CENSORVIEW, "For Concerned
Christian Parents," which promises
to "protect your children from
violence and immorality on TV!"
This gizmo ought to be a real break
for the censorship lobby and for
people who don’t trust their kids. It
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covers more than just the filth on
cable; this one allows the concerned
Christian parent (or, conceivably the
concerned non-Christian parent) the
opportunity to censor everything not
deemed appropriate for the entire
family.

By far the most interesting
advertisment, however, is one for a
book entitled The Signature of God. It
seems that by the use of a computer
the author of the book, one Robert
L. Hamson, "a Ph.D. in engineering,"
can identify a "wordprint" which is
unique to each author. Using this
method he fed the "New Testament"
into the machine and discovered that
word patterns in verses attributed to
Christ were distinct from the
narrative background.
This is truly amazing. Considering
the fact that there were no tape
recorders, that the gospel authors
probably didn’t take shorthand, that
at least one of the Gospels was
written some years after the events
described, and that the other three
are so similar in spots that scholars
assume their authors used one

common source--considering all of
this, it is amazing that the words
attributed to Christ in the Bible have
the same "wordprint.’"
Even more amazing is the claim that
"the same Christ who spoke to John
(Rev. 1:8-3:22) had again delivered
revelation, this time through Joseph
Smith. This startling fact can now be
tested by computer."

All this may lend support to the
beliefs of the faithful. But I can’t
help wondering 1) what effect it
would have on non-believers and 2)
what effect similar evidence to the
contrary would have on believers. I
suspect in both cases, the effect
would be none at all.

Similar attempts to validate religious
belief with empirical evidence are
going on in the investigation of the
Shroud of Turin. Science cannot
disprove the claim that it is indeed
the burial robe of Christ.

In both cases, however, I doubt that
the investigation provides one whit
of influence on anyone’s religious
belief. If you believe that Christ was
the Son of God or that Joseph Smith
really translated those golden plates,
then you are by definition outside
the realm of science, and any
attempt to support non-scientific
belief with scientific evidence is
absurd.

I don’t know how most readers of
BYU Today respond to this kind of
pseudo scientific claptrap, but such
advertising (its success is testified to
by the fact that the ad has appeared
in more than one issue) does not
speak very well for the literary
tastes of the magazines readers. It’s
something like finding an ad for a
witch doctor in the AMA Journal.

ITh oumenonist

NUTHIN’S PLENTY FOR ME
Paul M. Edwards
In the musical Riverboat they sing
"Oh, I’ve got plenty of nuthin’, and
nuthin’s plenty for me." The vocalist
is saying--at least in the context of
the plot--they have an abundance of
not things. Or, using a mathematical

definition, they have collected the
polar opposite of all the number of
things they might have had. Implied
in this comment as well, is that this
lack of things does not constitute a
lack of value (spiritual things). For
the singer indicates they have other
forms of value, other feelings of
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good, many assumptions of--or
collections of--something that
others (those with things) do not
have.
Thus is broached the great question
of "nothing" about which I wish to
comment. "Ah ha," you say, "at last
it comes out." But before you get
carried away, let me suggest that it
is the very nature of language that
pressures one (me in this case) into
talking about something that isn’t in
a language designed to describe
something which is. Note the
difficulties of identification in my
favorite verse:

Yesterday upon the stair
! met a man who wasn’t there.
He wasn’t there again today.
My gosh, I wish he’d go away.

These limited but astounding words
of wisdom suggest a distinction
about the concept of nothing that
was originally Greek. One meaning
of the word nothing is that it refers
to an absolute negation of
everything; the other, that it means
a particular negation in a relative
sense. The first is suggested by a
phrase like "God created man out of
nothing." This is a statement which
says there were no things other than
God, and certainly nobody to
determine if there were any things
or not.
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This appears to be a simple and
easily acceptable answer. However,
as Shakespeare says, "Nothing comes
out of nothing." And even the most
open of us are not ready to assume
the pantheistic view that since there
was nothing but God, the nature of
the total void requires that we be all
(not all be) God, for there was
nothing else. No thing, since not
means "other than."
A second suggestion provided by the
Greeks is that of relative
nothingness. Take the statement
"There are no mermaids." This is to
suggest that there are no real
mermaids in terms of the generally
accepted definition of real; that
which can be identified through the
senses. The man on the stair may be
very significant, even disagreeable,
but he is not "real" as described
through the senses.

Note we are not saying someone has
discovered a wonderful world of no-
ness and that we have assigned
mermaids to this place. Simply we
have determined that the essence of
a mermaid is not a thing, essence
being those characteristics and forms
which we all understand and can
picture as a mermaid: As the cad
suggests, neither enough fish to eat
nor enough woman to love. But
there is no existent thing to "have
and to hold’" that can be determined
to be real. Thus the state’of
nothingness lies not in some great
void but in the lack of empirical
evidence or, if you would rather,
language classification about what is
and what is not. The difficulty in
such an answer lies in the final two
words: What is it, that is not.:’
Now to suggest to you that this
meaty question about nothing has
occupied philosophers for centuries,
and theologians whenever they
thought of it, is probably not
sufficient to draw your attention to
serious thought. So, let me try a
more practical approach. Suppose
you were to ask me "What is the
difference between LDS and the
RLDS beliefs?" and I was to reply
"nothing." You would be astonished,
if not downright hostile, no matter
which side of Kearney, Nebraska,
you found your spiritual home. But
the answer "nothing" is true.
Nothing separates the beliefs of
these two bodies other, perhaps,
than some non-things like their
peculiar view on nothing. Granted,
we can find a hundred cultural or
social or political or behavioral
differences, but the theological
differences are amazingly connected
to the idea of nothing.

The LDS are r~t only clear but
emphatic on the subject. The double
creation theory that the LDS hold is
built upon the assumption that
creation is not from nothing but
from some form of preexistent
matter (element) which was for all
time and does not cease to be. The
upshot of this is that God at least
shared eternity with that from
which he created. This unique
position, and the degree to which it
is consistent with other theological
positions, is a prime reason for
LDSism being outside the
mainstream of Catholic and
Protestant thought. In terms of
identity and uniqueness of
understanding, this is a very
significant point. Further
clarification can be found in Sterling
McMurrin’s excellent ~ook, The
Theological Foundations of the Mormon
Religion.

The RLDS case is certainly not that
clear, and while we often find them
presenting an altered double creation
theory, there is no "official" position
on the nature of the nothing
involved. But God did create from
nothing. Section 90:5 of the RLDS
D&C indicates that the elements are
eternal. This same statement is
found in the LDS version, even
though they do not get around to it
until Section 93:33. F.H. Edwards, a
not inconsequential author on
Reorganization thought, deals with
this idea in his Commentary by simple
negation: "This can hardly mean that
the elements coexist with God from
eternity to eternity. If this was so,
then they are not created and are to
that degree independent of God." It
is better comprehended, he says, in
light of the context of our
understanding that the "elements
are of God, who is eternal." This is
not the final word on the subject for
the significant but non-official,
Exploring the Faith, makes a
considerable point in stating that the
"world depends on God for both its
form and its matter."
Creatio ex nihilo (that is, creation out
of nothing) was adopted as the
formula for Christian theology in
order to distinguish the newly
emerging concepts from the Platonic.
Plato, you remember, was concerned
that we recognize that the nature of
creation is an act of imposing form
on matter which has (and does) exist
independently and which is, by its
nature, formless. We have not
managed to get away from this idea
completely, for most churches
(LDS and RLDS as well) play with
the idea of a double creation in
which there is a beginning or
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primary creation (spirit or form) and
a secondary creation (matter or
element). These are sometimes run
together (as with the RLDS) or
reversed (as with the LDS), but the
theory manages to border between
nothing and something.

Traditionally, theology has not
followed through on the questions
raised in this area by philosophers.
Tillich’s concept of non-being,
Barth’s doctrine of "Nothingness,"
and Moltmann’s restatement of
Barth have all considered it in some
detail or another. But these have
primarily been related to a position
on the nature of freedom. The
question is, that if nothing is prior
to creation, (that is, no thing before
a thing) then a statement like "In the
beginning God created . . . " is either
meaningless or means something
vastly different from current
interpretations. Also, if our
interpretation is to suggest that
creation consists of the annihilation
of nothing (itself a paradox) then we
should assume that there is no
remaining nothing. This has a nice
sound to it but leaves us with
several magnificent blunders. For
example, if there is no nothing then
the universe is solid, or without
nothing there is no change (no
coming into being or out of being).

The most extensive attempt to deal
with nothing that I know of is that of
Hegel’s theological wanderings which
are vaguely supportive of the
big bang theory of creation. This
suggests the collision of matter and
anti-matter in which both are
annihilated. Obviously this is too
simple a description for the
philosophically minded; but Hegel is
stating that nothing (as a part of the
nature of creation) was to be found
in the being of God not in that form
which God created. It was the
"clash" of these two--being and
nothing--which produced the "is-
being"; that is, being that is opposite
to and flees from non-being. Or to
state it in another interesting phrase
"there is opposition in all things,"
perhaps even in God.

The essence of the creative act for
humans is to see that which is
familiar as strange and to consider to
yourself, what if.7 It is the
unquestioning acceptance of that
which appears so normal that is the
greatest hindrance to the creative
mind. Wind had been blowing dust
around for millions of years before
H.C. Booth conceived of the idea of
reversing the trend and, in 1904,
created the vacuum cleaner.
Nothing,its abstract glory, needs to

be seen as being strange rather than
familiar, and is worthy of your
consideration. To paraphrase the
philosopher Berkeley’s observation:
"Those who have not meditated
upon the nature of nothing, have

not considered the necessity of being
and the implications of existence,
may possibly make thriving
earthworms, but will most
indubitably make weak believers and
very sorry theologians."

aM Perplexifies

I AM NOT A GOOD EGG
Marvin Rytting
I do not remember the first time I
was called an egg. I probably was not
even aware of it because my
awareness of eggness developed
gradually. I was in Brazil, and it took
time for my Portuguese ears to
develop the ability to distinguish
specific words and even more time
to pick up on the word 0a0 and
longer still to realize that the word
was being directed at me. Finally I
learned that 0v0 was a Brazilian slang
for homosexual--their equivalent for
queer or fag.

It really is not that strange that they
would call us fags. We did look
queer. We dressed funny. Not only
did we live together, but we were
always together. And we were never
seen with women. Come now--
twenty-year-old men who never look
at women? From all outward
appearances we seemed to be
homosexual. (Some missionaries
are even propositioned by gays
because of their appearance, and
others never realize that the nice
man who kept inviting them to visit
but never came to church did so
because they were cute and he liked
having gentlemen callers--the same
reason that some women invite
them to visit.) Of course, the
members knew better. They could
tell how much trouble we were
having keeping our hands off of the
young women in the branch, and
from our lustful looks, they knew
we were not gay. For them, the
most popular explanation for our
celibacy was that the shots we took
at zone conference to protect us
against hepatitis were actually some
variation of saltpeter. My reaction to
being called queer was not to blame
the Brazilians or worry about my

sexual orientation but to recognize
the absurdity of dressing so that we
stood out as being different (queer).
I concluded that missionaries should
dress like respectable businessmen in
the community. So I grew a
mustache.

I was not at all traumatized by being
labeled as gay on my mission. Ever
since I disbanded the girl-haters club
when I was ten, I have been
incorrigibly heterosexual. My
experience in Brazil actually reduced
any homoerotophobia which I picked
up from the American culture
because there I learned how to hug
men. Brazilian men hug. Therefore,
Brazilian missionaries hug. The
practice in our mission was to hug
our companions after prayers every
morning and evening. And zone
conferences were veritable orgies of
abracos. I learned that men can hug
without it being sexual and that it
feels good. (The corollary that men
can hug women without it being
sexual and that this feels good too
has not been lost on me either.)

As a confirmed heterosexual, I have
found it paradoxically easy to form
friendships with gays--both men
and women. I am not threatened by
closeness with them. I have no fear of
latent homosexual tendencies arising
nor do I fear being converted. Still, I
must admit that traces of mild
discomfort have come out in subtle
ways. One gay friend once pointed
out that whenever we met, instead
of hugging him, I would give him a
friendly slug on the shoulder. His
comment made me realize that that
was my way of being close and Still
maintaining distance. Thereafter I
was able to change and start
greeting him with a hug. However,
when he offered to introduce me to
a friend of his whom he said would
really like me because he was
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attracted to handsome men with
beards, I declined. It was interesting
to think that I could be a sex object
for a man, and occasionally that
thought occurs to me in locker
rooms.

Because the study of sexuality has
become my academic specialty, I
have ample opportunity to explore
questions about homosexuality,
including my personal reaction to it.
| have become aware of the paradox
that my firm commitment to
heterosexuality makes it easy for me
to empathize with gays and to have
gay friends. In addition to not being
threatened by the topic or the
people, | am acutely aware of how
strong sexual preference is. One of
the big issues--particularly in the
Church--is whether sexual
orientation can be changed through
therapy or repentance. Although I
do not know THE answer, I am
convinced that my sexual preference
cannot be changed, so why should I
assume that theirs can be? I
discovered this through a fantasy,
and I invite you to try the same one.

If I imagine that I have been
transported to a culture where
homosexuality is the norm, then !
get a sense of what it is like to be a
sexual minority. I imagine being told
that I must be erotically aroused by
men and that it is a sin, a crime, and
an illness for me to be attracted to
women. But I cannot picture me
deciding to love men rather than
women just because the society now
says I should. I can decide not to be
sexually active with women because
I do not want to be arrested or lose
my job, but I cannot imagine no
longer desiring them. I fantasize
about going into therapy with a
good behaviorist and seeing pictures
of naked women while being
shocked, and I wonder how many
shocks it will take before I no longer
get a charge from women--500?
5000? 50,000? 500,000? l can picture
myself claiming to be cured to avoid
the shocks, but ! cannot imagine
really being cured. | think of seeing
pictures of naked men in pleasant
surroundings and wonder how many
years it will take before they succeed
in arousing me--5? 50? 500?

l fantasize about attempting to have
sex with a man. It is strange, but
this is the easiest part of the fantasy
if I can take a passive role. If I could
close my eyes and not know if it is a
man or a woman who is sexually
stimulating me, it would not make
any difference. My body would not
care--only my mind does. So if I
could close my eyes and pretend that

it is a woman, I would be OK. It
would be much more difficult if I
had to be the active partner, but !
could probably force myself to do it
although I would have a hard time
enjoying it. Still, it is ironic that the
sex part would be the easiest. The
part of the homosexual relationship
that 1 cannot imagine pulling off is
the romantic part. I cannot picture
myself kissing a man passionately, or
cuddling for hours looking lovingly
into his eyes and saying sweet
nothings, or flirting playfully with
him, or pining for him when we are
apart--listening to sad music and
feeling the sweet longing of loving

from a distance.

I think about what it would be like
to be a Mormon in this alien culture:
I not only have to deal with the guilt
of wanting to have sex with a
woman but also the shame of not
being married to a man. I imagine
trying to repent and praying that
God will make me gay, but I do not
believe that all the prayers in the
world would make me love men
rather than women. ! can imagine
deciding to be celibate, but I realize
that even so, I shall never have any
standing in the Church and shall be
under constant pressure to grow up
continued on page 78
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continued from page 78
and stop being selfish and get
married. I imagine getting married
and living a lie, fantasizing about
women whenever | have sex with
my man and feeling guilty about my
heterosexual dreams. | think of what
it would be like to become asexual
and withdraw from life into a lonely
shell. I picture leaving the Church to
escape. The vision which seems least
likely is being happy within the
Church.

My fantasy may be similar to the
experience of some gays, but it is
surely not true of all. Every gay
person | know has a different story.
We should not try to fit them--or
anyone--into a mold; not even my
mold. We vary in so many ways and
our sexual preference is only one of
our many characteristics. It should
not overshadow the rest.

I do have a fantasy in which I can
imagine being homosexual. If I were a
woman, I would be a lesbian. It is
easier for me to imagine being a
woman loving another woman than
being a woman romantically loving a
man. Suddenly I understand. Not
only does the homosexual question
have little to do with sex, it has
nothing to do with homo vs. hetero,
same vs. different. I am not attracted
to an opposite sex; I am attracted to
women. Men do not turn me on
simply because they are men not
because they are the same gender. I
am not sure why, but for some
reason some people are romantically
attracted to men and others to
women (and some to both).
Personally, I love women and I
cannot imagine feeling erotic love
for a man. But I accept the fact that
most women feel what I cannot
imagine feeling--and I accept the
fact that some men do, too. It is easy
to accept lesbians because I agree
with their preference. Perhaps we
should divide people into the
categories of gynophih, and a~ldrophih’--
those who love women and those
who love men--rather than worry
so much about whether this
attraction is homo or hetero. Or
perhaps we should not divide people
into categories at all.

My fantasies do not prove anything.
They provide no answers. What they
do for me is to make all of the
answers I have heard thus far
inadequate. For a while l was
comfortable with the position that it
was OK to have homoerotic feelings
but not to act upon them. After all,
the rest of us have to live without
sex outside of marriage. But even
that answer does not fit any more.

For me to have sex only with my
wife is simply not the same as being
eternally celibate. And it is not really
the sex, anyway. I can imagine
giving up sex for the rest of my life
(reluctantly, to be sure), but I would
go crazy if I had to give up the love
and affection and romance--the
touching, the hugging, the cuddling.
Is it really moral to ask people not to

love? I do not know THE answer.
But I do know that I cannot
condemn my gay friends. Nor can I
insist that they change nor that they
should forgo love. All I can do is care
about them--and accept them. | am
convinced that the Gospel of Christ
has room for them. I hope that some
day the Church can make
room, too.

awofthe Land

COURTS, CONGRESS, AND
"PREGNANT PERSONS": THE
LOGIC OF DISCRIMINATION
Jay S. Bybee
For a number of years now the great
lawmakers of this country have
debated whether discrimination
against pregnant women is
discrimination based on sex.
Incredibly, the answer so far is "no,"
but the argument has shifted from
the courts to the Congress and back
to the courts and may yet move back
to the legislature.

The battle began over the application
of Title VII to an employee health
benefits plan offered by General
Electric. GE offered nonoccupational
sickness and accident benefits to all of
its employees but excluded any
disability arising from pregnancy. A
group of female employees of GE
brought suit. Specifically the
employees claimed that the exclusion
violated Section 703(a)(1) of Title VII
which makes it an unlawful
employment practice for an employer
"to discriminate against any individual
with respect to his compensation,
terms, conditions, or privileges of
employment, because of such
individuals.., sex."

In a 1976 decision General Electric Co. v.
Gilbert, the Supreme Court held that
the exclusion did not violate the
section. Borrowing heavily from a
similar suit brought under the
Fourteenth Amendment, the Court
reasoned that GE’s program divided
people into two groups: pregnant
women and nonpregnant persons.
"While the first group is exclusively
female, the second includes members
of both sexes." This line-drawing was

no invidious discrimination based on
sex because "there isno risk from
which men are protected and women
are not. Likewise there is no risk from
which women are protected and men
are not."

Congress responded to the Gilbert case
by passing the Pregnancy
Discrimination Act of 1978. The Act,
which became Section 701(k) of Title
VII, defined the terms "because of
sex" and "on the basis of sex" to
include "because of or on the basis of
pregnancy." "Women affected by
pregnancy, childbirth, or related
medical conditions," stated the Act,
"shall be treated the same for all
employment-related purposes,
including receipt of benefits under
fringe benefits programs, as other
persons not so affected but similar in
their ability or inability fo work .... "

Recently, two federal courts of
appeals have divided over whether the
Act allows an employer to give full
health benefits to its employees but to
exclude pregnancy benefits from the
health benefits given to its employees’
spouses. Once again the Supreme
Court will have to decide what
Congress intended. In Newport News
Shipbuildi~Ig a~ld Dry Dock Co. v. EEOC,
the Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals
held that the Pregnancy
Discrimination Act prohibits an
employer from limiting the pregnancy
coverage for a spouse of an employee.
Six months later in EEOC v. Lockheed
Missiles 4~ Space Co., the Ninth Circuit
Court of Appeals disagreed with the
Fourth Circuit and held that
"exclusion of pregnancy-related
medical expenses of spouses of male
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employees was not gender-based
discrimination."

I believe that the decision of the
Ninth Circuit to allow such an
exclusion is a short-sighted retreat to
the earlier Supreme Court decision.
The court of appeals recognized that
the Pregnancy Discrimination Act was
a congressional response to that
earlier decision but believed that
Congress intended the Act to apply
only to employees and not spouses.
Even if it were clear that Congress did
intend such a limitation, I believe that
the analysis used by the court is still
faulty. Title VII prohibits
discrimination based on sex "against
any individual with respect to his
compensation." Obviously, the health
benefits plan offered by an employer
is a major part of any employee
compensation. However, under the
Lockheed Missiles health plan a
female employee and her spouse have
full coverage for any disability arising
from pregnancy, while a male
employee and spouse have only partial
coverage--for him. Thus, unlike the
situation at GE addressed by the
Supreme Court ruling, the Lockheed
Missiles health benefits plan
discriminates against male employees.
While neither Title VII nor the
Pregnancy Discrimination Act require
an employer to provide health benefits
for spouses, it should be clear that

once the employer chooses to offer
those benefits to any employee
spouses, it must do so without
discriminating against its male
employees and their spouses.
The convoluted reasoning of the
Ninth Circuit in Lockheed Missiles only
highlights the tortured logic which I
believe the Supreme Court followed
in the earlier Gilbert decision. Dividing
people into pregnant women and
nonpregnant persons and pointing out
that the second group contains both
males and females diverts our
attention from the fact that the
method of dividing the groups put
only women into one group (even
though it did not single out all
women). The court’s language--"there
is no risk from which [all] men are
protected and Jail] women are not.
Likewise there is no risk from which
[all] women are protected and [all]
men are not"--ignores the fact that
there is a risk from which some
women are not protected and all men
are.

The Court’s reasoning--that because
some women do not get pregnant,
pregnancy-based discrimination is
innocuous--would lead to absurd
results if followed to its logical
extreme. For example, an employer
might offer a health plan covering all
diseases except sickle-cell anemia and
Tay-Sachs disease. The answer to the

claim that the plan discriminated
against Blacks and Easter-European
Jews would be that the plan merely
divides the group into sickle-call
anemia afflicted Blacks (and Tay-Sachs
disease afflicted Jews) and non-
afflicted persons and that "there is no
risk from which all non-Blacks and
non-Jews are protected and Blacks and
Jews are not. Likewise there is no risk
from which all Blacks and Jews are
protected and all non-Blacks and non-
Jews are not." To say that some
Blacks do not get sickle-cell anemia (or
some Eastern-European Jews do not
get Tay-Sachs disease) only addresses
the effectiveness of the form of
discrimination and not the fact of
discrimination based on race and
religion. There can be no question
that such a plan would be struck
down by the courts without
hesitation.

The Newport News Shipbuilding decision
has been appealed to the Supreme
Court. It is my hope that the Court
will recognize that Congress intended
the Pregnancy Discrimination Act to
get around the Court’s decision in
Gilbert. Even if the Court recognizes
the intention of Congress and affirms
the decision in Newport News
Shipbuilding, it should, at the first
opportunity, also abandon the
tortured logic and narrow view of
discrimination it took in Gilbert.
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